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Cloud Zero

Cloud Zero available on ALL Riser Recliners

The Cloud Zero lift and tilt design offers next-level comfort shaped around the needs of every individual. Highly versatile
and capable of offering almost infinite seating positions, this advanced rise and recliner helps users achieve greater tilt for
ultimate relaxation.
Then, when ready to find their feet again, the chair’s smooth action will help to return users safely to standing with ease.
This robust and versatile design also offers 20% more lifting capacity and, of course, a 5-year guarantee for added peace
of mind.

The addition of Mammoth’s Medical Grade foam seating technology to Cloud Zero products ensures that pressure relief
is never a problem, no matter what the position. Mammoth’s innovative and unique cushion supports ease of movement,
circulation and pain relief, so users can sit or recline comfortably for longer.



- Ergonomically designed, stress-free
position to reduce pressure on the neck,
back, and legs while optimizing
circulation.

- Raised footrest that is 8.8” (22.3 cm)
above the standard Lift in full-recline
position.

- Seat tilt adjustable from 0 to 18 degrees
increased seat pitch.

- Helps to improve the sense of relaxation
- Increased 500-lb. (227 kgs) weight limit

from 25 stone to now 30 stone.
- Independent controls of footrest, back

recline and seat tilt positions
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Our brand NEW Handset

• All handsets come with a USB charging point, located at the top
• The soft light up buttons when the chair is in use, with a flashing feature to prompt the end user 

the chair has low battery
• Optional Magnetic Holder (at an additional cost)

• Handset will be replacing all current handsets on our Celebrity ranges in our independent stores



Introducing our NEW fabric range:
Derwent
- Easy Water Cleaning, Water Repellent and Pet Friendly.

50,000 Martindale.
Whyburn
- Stain Resistance, Flame Retardant, REACH complaint,

Phthalate free. 40,000 Martindale.
Avon
- Easy Water Cleaning and Water Repellent. With protection

against; viruses, bacteria and fungi. 90,000 Martindale.

Avon Silver
Avon Sage

Avon  Midnight 

Avon Charcoal
Avon Oyster

Derwent Hunter 
Derwent Fawn 
Derwent Grey 

Derwent Slate
Derwent Midnight 

Whyburn Stone
Whyburn Aqua 
Whyburn Ivory 

Whyburn Brunette
Whyburn Caramel
Whyburn Forest

• REACH – Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and 
Restrictions of Chemicals.

• Martindale – Martindale abrasion rub test is a measurement 
to determine the durability of a fabric.

• Phthalate Free – Products containing no more than 1000 parts 
per million of either DEHP or DBP chemical compounds.



More NEW fabrics:

Elgin Oyster Elgin Aqua Elgin Biscuit

Elgin Chocolate Elgin Storm Elgin Midnight

Tidal Slate Tidal Braemar         Tidal Sand 

Aspen Midnight Aspen Forest

Aspen Graphite Aspen Grey

Aspen Stone Aspen Oyster





Celebrity Room Set Ideas
Sandhurst Canterbury



Celebrity Room Set Ideas
Canterbury Westbury



Celebrity Room Set Ideas
Woburn Sandhurst
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